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ABSTRACT
An integrated circuit was designed to access and read a prototype chemical sensor
affay. The addressing was accomplished using row and column decoders with masterslave

D flip flops. The

analog output circuit, containing logarithmic trans-impedance

amplifiers, source follower circuits and transistor switches, converted the logarithmic
sub-threshold sensor current to a voltage signal, and read out the voitage from the sensor.

To demonstrate the feasibility of this approach, the circuits were integrated and fabricated

with a 2x2 "pseudo-sensor" array on a chip using CMOS technology. Functional testing
of the fabricated design verified that the integrated circuit accessed and read each sensor
successfully. The experimental

Vou,-I."nro, curves

from a single

sensor. confirmed the

expected logarithmic relationship between current and output voltage from the sensor. A

cross talk experiment demonstrated that the row and column decoders

in the digital

circuit efficiently routed digital signals to their respective rows and columns. Given the
feasibility of the design has been verified, this type of circuit could be used to realize
truer "electronic nose" whete a much large float-gate, FET sensor array could be used.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

l.l

Motivation
The human nose can be used as a sensing tool to assess the quality of products in

various industries, which include food, liquor and perfumes. Although

it can detect

odours of low concentration (less than a few parts of per billion) [1], the assessment
results are affected by the variation of health and fatigue fi'om person to person. The
application of human olfaction is limited to non-toxic substances as exposure to toxic
chemicals can be lethal. For these reasons, chemical analysis techniques have been

utilized. For example, gas chromatography separates the components of a mixture and
detects odour compounds. However, the equipment used

to

perform the analysis

techniques is often expensive and cumbersome.

One solution to the sho¡tcomings of the human olfaction and these analytical
techniques is the "electronic nose" (e-nose). E-nose systems utilize an array of chemical
sensors to react to a given odour

l2l,

and convert these reactions

to an electronic signal.

This signal is then analyzed for odour identification and discrimination. These sensor
affay systems have been reported to have a wide variety of application areas including
food, environmental monitoring and medical diagnostics [3].

The utilization of sensor arrays in the "electronic nose" systems has many
advantages over an individual sensor. The sensing system, containing an array of

different sensors, can detect different chemical molecules. As such, it increases the
selectivity to discriminate chemicals in a mixed-sensing environment. The anay can also

consist

of the same

sensors,

Averaging the outputs

with each responding to the same chemical molecule.

of individual

sensors avoids random fluctuation

in

sensor

operation. Thereby, the data is more robust than the output of any single sensor. In order

to gain both high selectivity and robustness, the array can be a hybrid architecture that is
a

combination of homogeneous and heterogeneous sensors.

Among diverse sensor types for the "electronic noses", a field-effect transistor
(FET) with a chemically sensitive gate is commonly used as a sensor array element. This

type of FET sensor is attractive because

it

has many advantages.

It is compatible with

semiconductor fabrication processes and can be made to be small, have low cost and high

sensitivity. It may also be integrated with electronic circuits onto a chip. l4l

In this project, a floating-gate, FET is used as an element of the chemical sensor
arÍay, as

it

possesses advantages over other FET-based sensors that include greater

programmability and higher sensitivity. This particular sensor has a large extension area
attached to the floating gate. To make the device sensitive to a given chemical molecule,
a chemically sensitive polymer layer can be deposited on this extension area. When this

sensor

is exposed to a chemical molecule, the molecule may react with the sensitive

polymer film on the extension area. This causes the threshold voltage of the sensor to

shift. By comparing the threshold voltage before and after the exposure, this floatinggate, FET sensor can convert the chemical reaction to an electronic signal
[5].

The aim of this thesis work is to design and fabricate an integrated circuit to
access and read each sensor

in a prototype-2x2 array of 4 floating-gate, FETs. This

integrated circuit was composed of a digital aray-addressing circuit and an analog output

circuit. The digital circuit activates individual row and column lines to access and
program each sensor in the an'ay. The analog output circuit, used to read the outputs from

individual sensors, convelts the logarithmic subthreshold sensor cuuent to a voltage

signal. The voltage is then converted to an 8-bit value using an external analog-to-digital

(A/D) converter for further analysis. The digital and analog circuits were integrated and
fabricated with a 2x2 "pseudo-sensor" array on a chip using CMOS 0.35 pm technology.
1.2 Thesis Structure

In Chapter 2, several types of chemical sensors typically used to construct sensor
arrays are introduced. This chapter emphasizes the floating-gate field effect transistor as

it was used in the sensor anay of this project. The operation mechanism of this sensor

is

described, and its advantages over other sensors are discussed.

Two operational modes (i.e., programming and sensing) of the sensor array

are

introduced in Chapter 3. The block diagram of the integrated circuit for implementing

both operation modes is described. Each component of the integrated circuit (i.e.,

a

digital array-addressing circuit and an analog output circuit) is discussed.

In Chapter 4, Íhe integrated circuit design for a 2x2 sensor array is described in
detail. The digital array-addressing circuit design, including the master-slave D flip-flop
design, row and column decoder design, is presented. For the analog output circuit, two

design schemes are compared. The implementation of the analog output circuit is also
demonstrated.

The schematic simulation of the integrated circuit is presented in Chapter 5. The
description of the timing scheme for the digital anay-addressing circuit is given. The
simulation lesults of both the digital and the analog circuits are discussed. The simulation
results of the pseudo sensor are compared with the test results of the sensor device.

What is discussed in Chapter 6 is the physical layout design of the digital arrayaddressing circuit and the analog output circuit. The methods for minimizing noise in this

mixed-signal sensor system are discussed. The final chip layout is plesented, followed by
the discussion of the layout verification.

The experimental measurement apparatus of the fabricated chip is described in
Chapter 7. The experiments performed, including the circuit functionality test and A/D
conversion for a single sensor and the 2x2 sensor array on the chip, are discussed. The
test results are also demonstrated.

In

Chapter 8, the thesis work

is summadzed and conclusions are made.

The

discussion about future work focuses on a scheme for furthel sensor signal processing. A
method to protect the integrated circuits from the sensing envilonment is also given.

Chapter 2Introduction to Chemical Sensors

A chemical

sensor

is a device that converts chemical information, such as

concentration and composition, into an analytical signal. When a chemical sensor is
exposed to an analyte (e.g. vapour molecules), it experiences a physical change that alters
one or more of its electrical parameters. This change is converted into an electrical signal,

which is then processed for identification analysis.

The mechanism responsible for the physical change depends on the type of
chemical sensor. For example,

in conductivity

sensors,

a chemical gas changes the

resistance of the sensing material. With piezoelectric sensors, gas absorption changes the
sensor mass and hence changes the resonant frequency. 13]. In chemically sensitive field

effect transistors (ChemFETs), a chemical reaction changes the charge stored on the gate

and shifts the sensor's threshold voltage.

In this

chapter, conductivity sensors and

ChemFETs are described since they are compatible with semiconductor. fabrication
processes, which are used to construct the floating-gate sensor of this work.

2.1 Conductivity Sensors

In conductive sensors, the conductivity is typically proportional to the analyte
concentration

in the sensing

environment [6]. There are three main categorìes of

conductivity sensors; 1) metal oxide,

2) intrinsically

conducting polymer, and 3)

conducting polymer composite sensors, with each dependent upon the type of material

used

for the sensing

application.

In this

section, the operation mechanisms and

applications of these three sensors are described. Their advantages and disadvantages are
also discussed.

2.1.1 Metal Oxide Sensor

A metal oxide

sensor is typically composed of a chemically sensitive metal oxide

film and a silicon substrate. There are two common types of films: n-type (tin oxide or
zinc oxide), which are sensitive to reducing gases (H2, cHa,

co

and Hzs); or p-type

(nickel oxide or cobalt oxide), which respond to oxidizing gases (C12, 02, NO and NOz)

[2]. When a metal oxide sensor is exposed to an analyte, the analyte reacts with
oxygen

in the metal oxide film. The reaction either

releases electrons as

the

in an n-type

sensor, or removes electrons and produces holes as in a p-type sensor. This variation in

the concentration of charge carriers causes a subsequent change in the sensor's
conductivity.

It

has been repolted that metal oxide sensors have fast response time

l3]. For

example, the response time of some tin oxide sensors has been found to range typically

from 5 to 35 seconds with gas concentrations between 0 and 400 palts per million (ppm),
and at temperatures between 250'C and 500oC [3]. The tin oxide sensors responded more

quickly than the other conductivity sensors which typically have response time of 20
-200 seconds [3]. Anothel advantage of these thin (6-1000 nm) metal oxide film

sensors

is that they can be integrated with measurement circuits, due to their compatibility with
standard semiconductor fabrication process. Howevel,
sensols typically operate
appreciable response

it

has been reported that these

at high temperatures (200-500"C) in order to achieve an

to the vapor of interest [6]. This in turn increases the power

consumption of the devices and timits their application.

2.1.2 Intrinsi cally Conducti n g Fol ymer

S

ensor

An intrinsically conducting polymer sensor consists of a substrate (silicon or
glass), a pair of interdigitated electrodes, and a conducting organic polymer. Typically,

polypymol, polyaniline and polythiophene are used as conducting polymers [2]. In this
case, the adsorption

of an analyte swells the conducting polymer and results in

the

conductivity variations [5]. These sensors are used to detect gases such as ethanol
(cH3cH2oH) [7], methane (cH¿), chloroform (cHCl3), and ammonia (NH:) t2l.
Conducting polymer sensors operate at room temperature, thereby simplifying the

required system setup [2]. They can also be easily integrated with measurement circuits.

However, these sensors typically have a relatively short lifetime, 9-18 months, which
often results from the oxidation of the polymer l2l.

2.1.3 Conducting Polymer Composite Sensor

A composite sensor contains conducting particles (e.g., carbon black) dispersed in
an insulating polymer. Upon exposure to an analyte, the composite polymer swells,
causing conductive particles to move further apart from each other [1]. Consequently, the
sensor conductivity is decreased. Composite conducting sensors have been employed to

identify vapours such as acetone (CH3COCH3), chloroform (CHCI3), ethyl

acetate

(CH3COOC2H5), and methanol (CH3OH) I9l.

Like conducting polymer

sensors, composite sensors also operate

temperature. They can be easily integrated with measurement circuits.

at

room

It has been

repoted that a sensor array using conducting polymer composites has higher selectivity
than both tin oxide and conducting polymer sensor aruays [10].

2.2 Chemically Sensitive Field Effect Transistors
Chemically sensitive field effect transistors (ChemFETs) are another class of
chemical sensors. They also can be integrated with measurement circuits onto a chip.

Their structure is similar to silicon-based insulated gate field-effect transistors except that
the gate typically contains chemically sensitive material.

When the gate material reacts with an analyte, the thleshold voltage of ChemFET

is shifted. Since the source-drain current of a field effect transistor has an exponential
relationship with the threshold voltage in the subthreshold region, a small change in the
threshold voltage can induce an exponential change in the current. Therefore, the FETbased sensors (i.e., ChemFETs) may have higher sensitivity than conductivity sensors.

Four types of ChemFETs ale discussed in the following section: 1) an ion sensitive field

effect transistor, 2) an enzymatically sensitive field effect transistor, 3) a work function
field effect transistor and 4)

a

floating gate field effect transistor.

2.2.llon Sensitive Field Effect Transistor
An ion sensitive field effect transistor (ISFET) is a metal oxide semiconductor
field effect transistor (MOSFET) in which the normal polysilicon/metal gate is replaced
with an ion-conducting liquid solution and a reference electrode. An ion sensitive layer is
deposited on the top

of the traditional

gate oxide (SiO2)

to contact the solution,

as

illustrated in Figure 2-I. The ISFET threshold voltage is dependent upon the electrode
potential and the interfacial potential ofthe electrolyte /sensitive layer interface
[11].
When analytes are present, the ion concentration of the bulk solution is changed. Surface
charge is generated along the interface between the electlolyte and ion sensitive layer.

Consequently, the interface potential is altered, which subsequently shifts the threshold
voltage of the ISFET.

Figure

2-1:

General configuration of an ISFET device

One application of ISFETs is its use in clinical assaying. For example, ISFETs
have been employed to measure the potassium ion (K*) concentration variation in human

blood during or after surgery [12]. In electro-physiological experiments, an ISFET
catheter tip sensor has been developed to detect changes in the pH of the blood of a
patient during an operation [11]. Although an ISFET gate may have small dimensions

(typically

in the ¡rm range), the electrode and electrolyte

combination reduces the

practical appeal ofsuch devices [6].
2.2.2 Enzymatically Sensitive Field Effect Transistor

Enzymatically-sensitive, field-effect transistors (ENFETs) can be fabricated from
an ISFET by applying a chemically sensitive enzyme gel on the ion sensitive layer,
shown inFigure2-2.
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Figure

2-2:

General configuration of an ENFET device

The enzyme layer, which acts as a biological catalyst, makes ENFETs able to
detect electrically neutral species

Ii3]. Upon exposure to an anlyte,

the enzyme on top of

an ion sensitive layer catalytically hydrolyzes the analyte. The ion concentration of
electrolyte is thereby changed. The ion sensitive layel then responses to the variation in

ion concentration and induce a surface charge [14]. As a result, the surface potential is
changed and the threshold voltage of the device is shifted.

Enzymatically sensitive field effect transistors can be used as biosensors to
measure the concentration of different substances.

It has been reported that an ENFET

was developed to measure urea in rat blood [14].
2.2.3 Work Function Field Effect Transistor

A ChemFET may also measure electrically neutral species, and is referred to as a
work function field effect transistor (WF-FET) t131. It has a MOSFET strucrure wirh

a

chemically sensitive, conducting gate layer. The gate material can be either a metal

l0

(typically palladium) or a conductive polymer (typically polyaniline). The

general

structure of a WF-FET is shown in Figure 2-3.
When the sensor is exposed to a particular analy'te, the gas molecules are adsorbed

at the gate metal/SiO2 interface, forming an electric dipole with an associated electric

field. This

changes the gate work function, causing a shift in the threshold voltage of the

sensor [15].
vn

drain

Figure

2-3:

General configulation of a WF-FET device

The main advantage of WF-FETs is that they do not require a reference electrode.

The silicon substrate, which is sealed by silicon dioxide (SiO2), can serves as a stable,

internal reference electrode. Therefore, these devices are ideally suitable for
miniaturization and construction of silicon based sensor arrays [13].
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2,2.4ßloating Gate Field Effect Transistor
The floating gate field effect transistor (FG-FET) is tike a traditional MOSFET,
except that

it has two separate

gates: a control gate and a floating gate. The gates are

isolated by an insulating layer (e.g., SiOz), as shown in Figure 2-4. The floating gate is
attached with a large extension area (to be shown in chapter 3). This extension area was

designed to make the device sensitive to a given analyte by depositing a chemically
sensitive polymer layer on it. Since a larger floating gate extension produces a larger area

of reactive polymer, this extension area was significant larger than the gate area of the
transistor [5].

f--

*->

lnsulating layer

\:,'.::

l,:.:

i;:,,:.

i::t':

Figure

2-4:

A cross-section of

a

floating gate FET. The floating gate can

be attached with the extension area, onto which a chemically sensitive
polymer is deposited.

During the sensing operation, no external voltage is directly applied to

the

floating gate. When a voltage is applied to the control gate, it is capacitively coupled to

the floating gate. The analyte may react with the chemically sensitive film on

the

extension area, which results in a charge variation on the floating gate and causes the

I2

threshold voltage shift. By comparing the threshold voltages before and after the sensor is
exposed to the analyte, the FG-FET can convert the chemical reaction to an electrical
signal.

There are three main advantages of the FG-FET over other types

of

chemical

sensors. First of all, the sensor with a floating gate structure can be programmable. This is

rcalized by applying a bias to the floating gate to deposit a chemically sensitive polymer
layer onto the extension area. Different polymers can be used to sense different analytes.
Therefore, a sensor array can be easily designed to detect various analytes in a given

mixture by depositing different polymers in each sensor floating gate. Secondly, this
sensor can possess higher sensitivity since

it

has a larger sensing extension area attached

to the floating gate. All charge variations directly affect the shift of the threshold voltage.

Thirdly, it can be fabricated by a standard CMOS fabrication process, as this device is
essentially a metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor. For these reasons, the
floating gate structure was selected for the sensor design in this project.

T3

Chapter 3 System Description
The integrated sensor system (see Figure 3.1) consists of an mxn aüay of sensing

devices, digital array-addressing circuit and analog output circuit. The sensors

in

the

affay are individually addressed by digital signals through the array-addressing circuit.
Two separate voltage signals (i.e., sensor program and sensor control) are applied to the
addressed senor

for the two diffelent modes of operation: programming mode

and

sensing mode. The analog output circuit reads the output voltage from the sensor array,

which is then further processed to obtain the analysis of the olfactory molecules. The
design

is

based on the CMOS 0.35¡rm technoiogy since

it

was the only available

technology with CMC Microsystems that provided two polysilicon layers which were
required to produce two gates for the sensing device (i.e., floating-gate FET).

Sensor progranl
& co¡rtrol

=(ú
Sensor address

.9
t)
Ë
Ü,

tÌl
c¡

1ã.

ø

ô5

Outpr.rt circujt {analog}

Figure

3-1:

Block diagram of the integrated sensor system

I4

3.1 Sensor Array

An array of sensing devices is integrated onto a chip, which leads to advantages
over an individual sensor. For example, the performance of an array which contains the
same type

of sensors working under identical conditions is more robust than that of any

of the individual

sensor. However, an afiay which

sensors has the ability

selectivity

to

of the sensing

implemented

in a hybrid

detect
system

is made up of different types of

a complex mixture of molecules. Therefore,

is

the

improved. Furthermore, an affay can also be

architecture that

is a combination of homogeneous and

heterogeneous sensors to gain both high selectivity and robustness.

The sensing devices in the sensor array in this work are implemented using
floating-gate field-effect transistors. The transistor structure is easily fabricated using
standard CMOS process.

a

It has five terminals: floating (programming) gate, control gate,

drain, source and substrate, as shown in Figure 3-2 l5l. In order to make the device
sensitive

to a given olfactory molecule, the extension area must be coated with a

chemically sensitive polymer layer. This leads to two separate and distinct modes of
operation for the sensor: programming mode and control mode.
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floating

gate extension

control

floating gate
source

Figure

3'2:

One version of the sensor design with a floating-gate FET structure [5].

In the programming mode, a voltage is applied to the floating (programming) gate

to allow the electrochemical deposition of a given polymel layer onto the extension

area.

This particular polyme¡ is chosen to be sensitive to a certain individual or groups of
oifactory molecules. Once the floating gate has been programmed or "sensitized",

a

voltage is applied to the control gate of the sensor during the sensing operation.

In the sensing mode, chemicals in the environment react with the floating

gate

which causes the shift of the threshold voltage of the transistor. The sensor device is
biased

in

subthreshold regime where the source-drain current (I¿r)

is

exponentially

dependent upon the threshold voltage. Therefore a small change in the threshold voltage

results in an exponential change of the current (I¿r). The exponential dependence of I¿,
provides the floating-gate sensor.s with a very high sensitivity.

T6

3.2lntegrated Circuit

In order to access, program and read the sensor aftay, the integrated circuit
designed and integrated with the sensor array onto a chip.

It

consists

was

of digital array-

addressing and analog output circuits, as shown in Figure 3-3.

.;;l

Address

I

M-S D Flip Flop

o.

o
LL

.s
l!

o

Ø

L

o
E
o
o
o

Logic Switch Circuits

ì

Sensor Array

o
o

É.

Analog Output Circuil

Analog Ouput Voltage

Figure

3-3:

Block diagram of the integrated circuit in the sensor system

The digital array-addressing circuit is composed of row and column decoders,
master-slave

D flip flops, and logic switch circuits. The master-slave D flip flops are

required to realize the synchronous operation of the overall system. Row and column
decoders activate individual row or column lines

in order to access an individual

sensor.

There are four digital input signals associated with the array-addressing circuit: row and
column address signals, a clock signal (clk) for the operation of both master-slave D flip

t7

flops, and an Enable signal for enabling the operation of both the Row and the Column
decoder.

The logic switch circuit connects the programming gate of the sensor to the
voltage supply Vor, as illustrated

in Figure 3-4. The switch comprises two

n-type

transistors in series, with each gate connected to the row line (Row_m) and the column

line (Col_n) respectively.
Col

Figure

n

3-4:

Implementation of the plogramming mode

When both the row line and the column line are active, the switch is closed. The

voltage bias Vo,

is

applied

to the programming gate of the

sensor, which allows

electrochemical deposition of the chemically sensitive polymel layer. The timing scheme

for activating the row and column lines can be designed to ensure that only one sensor is
addressed at a time.

The analog output circuit is made up of logarithmic trans-impedance amplifiers,
soulce follower circuits and transistor switches. During the sensing operation, a voltage is

applied to the control gate of the sensor, causing a sensor cufl'ent to flow through the
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logarithmic trans-impedance amplifier. The output of this amplifier is the voltage which

is linearly proportional to logarithm of the sensor current. The digital address signals
activate the row and column line, selectively closing the corresponding transistor
switches. Finally, the source follower circuits and transistor switches connect a particular
sensor voltage to the output bus for the further analysis of the olfactory molecules.

I9

Chapter 4 Integrated Circuit Design
The integrated circuit was designed to access and read each sensor (a floating-gate

FET structure) in the array. However, difficulties and time issues occurred while
exposing the floating gate extension area, making a real sensor impractical. In order to

still demonstrate the "circuit" feasibility, a pseudo-sensor was used. This pseudo-sensor
(a standard n-type MOSFET with a 5pm /0.8pm

WL

ratio) was implemenred inro rhe

current design to emulate the electrical characterization of the sensor device.

In this chapter, the

design

of the digital

array-addlessing circuit and analog

output circuit is described. An electronic design environment (Cadence) was utilized in
the design. It was provided by CMC Microsystems. From the many CMOS technologies

available, the CMOS 0.35 pm technology was selected

in order to ensure the overall

system compatibility as mentioned previously. This 0.35 ¡im-CMOS process was
provided by Taiwan semiconductor Microelectronic company (TSMC).
4.1 Digital Array-Addressing Circuit Design

To demonstrate the feasibility of the design, a 2x2 an'ay of 4 sensols was used in
the current system. The block diagram of the digital array-addressing circuit is shown in
Figure 4-1.

Activating one of the 2 row lines is performed by a row decoder that has a l-bit
address input signal.

A column decoder with a l-bit

address input activates one

of the

2

column lines. When both a row line and a column line are activated, one given sensor is
selected. As shown in Figure 4-1, the signals

A

row and column decoders respectively.
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and,B are the l-bit address signals for the

Enable

Figure

4-1:

The block diagram of the digital array-addressing circuit

The master-slave D flip flops act as buffers for the row and column decoders to
realize the synchronous operation of the system. Each flip flop has two inputs; an address

signal and a clock signal. As shown in Figure 4-1, the signal D_Row is the input of the

flip flop on the row side. The signal D-Col is the input of the flip flop on the column
side. The outputs of the both flip flops (A and

B)

are synchro nized, to the common clock

signal (clk). They are also the address input signals of the row and column decoders
respectively.

4.1.1Master-Slave D FIip Flop Design

A master-slave D flip flop is either rising or falling edge triggered. Designers can
choose either, subject to their own personal preference. In this project, the master-slave D

flip flop was designed to be falling edge triggered. The CMOS implemenrarion of the
circuit is shown in Figure 4-2. Each stage is composed of one latch and two CMOS
transmission gates (TG).
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ï

T

¿

clk

.lk

Master Stage

Notes TG

- transmission gate -

Figure

4-2:

Slave Stage

inverter

Implementation of the Master-Slave D Flip Flop Circuit

The master-slave D flip flop samples the input only on the negative edge of the

clock pulse. When the clock is high @lk=\, TGl is on and TG2 is off. The input
sampled and inverted. The inverted signal,

D , i,

D

is

passed onto the node Q,,,. During this

period, TG3 is off and TG4 is on. The slave stage latches the previous value. When the
clock changes from high to low, the master stage stops sampling the input and latches the
output. At this point, TGI is off and TG2 is on. The invefier loop in the master stage then
latches the value on the node Q*

(D ). fne

transmission gate TG3 is on while TG4 is off.

The slave stage accepts the output of the master ualue D ât Qn and inverts it at the output

of the slave stage Qr. The input is now isolated from the output as the master
separated from the

D input. When the clock changes positively

stage is

from low to high, the

slave stage latches the dataD and the master stage starts sampling the input again
[16].
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According to the specifications of CMOS 0.35pm technology, a 3.3Y voltage
supply was used for the circuit. The design parameters for the transistors size are shown

in Table 4-1. The WLratio of the p-type and n-type transistors was selected to achieve
matching devices with a symmetric voltage transfer characteristics.

Table

4-1:

Design parameters fol the Master-Slave D Flip Flop circuit

TRANSISTORS

WIDTTYLENGTH (um/um)

n-type
p-tvoe

r/0.5
3.6/0.5

4.1.2 Row and Column Decoders Design

In this project, the decoders provide digital signals to activate the row and column

lines and selectively close the coruesponding transistol switches. Consequently,

the

sensor associated with the transistor switch is accessed. The voltage across the addressed
sensor is then passed to the analog output circuit.

The row lines are connected to n-type MOSFET switches [18], which arc turned

on when the row line supplies a high voltage

("1").

Conversely, the column lines are

connected to p-type MOSFET switches [18], which are turned on when the column line
supplies a 1ow voltage ("0").

The row decoder has two inputs; an address signal
also has two outputs;

Row-0

and

Row-L,

the row decoder is in Table 4-2.
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as shown

A

and an

Enable signal. It

in Figure 4-3. The truth table for

B

Enable

Column Decoder
(¡.)

!

Row

0

Row

1

o
(J

A

OJ

o
o
=

É.

Col 0

Enable

Figure

4-3:
Table

Block diagram of the row and column decoders

4-2:

Truth table of the row decoder

Row Decoder Inputs
E (Enable)
A
0
X (don't care)
1
0
1
I

The outputs
inputs

E

Row I

Col

and

Row-|

Row Decoder Outouts
Row I
Row 0
0

0

0

I (activated)

1 (activated)

0

can be expressed as Boolean function

of

the

andA such that

Row
and,

I=

Row-l

EA=ã,,

: EÃ:ã.

Ø.D
Ø.2)

The row decoder, based on the equations 4.1 and4.2,can be implemented with
two NAND gates and three inverters, as illustrated in the Figure 4-4.
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¡Jrtlrflx

lnverterl

lnverle13

lnverte12

Enable

Figure 4-4:

A

CMOS implementation of the row decoder

The NAND gate was implemented using two n-type transistors connected in
series and two p-type transistors in parallel. In the design, the WL r.atio of each n-type

transistor in the NAND gates is twice as large as that of n-type transistor in the inverter.
However, the WL ratio of each p-type transistor in the NAND gates and inverter is equal.

This ensures that a NAND gate has a capacitor charge/discharge current at least equal to

that

of an inverter at the output [17]. The values of the design parameters for all

transistors in the row decoder are shown in Table 4-3.

Table

4-3:

Transistor sizes for the row decoder

Transistors

WIL (um/um)

Transistors

T1

3.6/0.s
3.6t0.5
2/0.5
2/0.5
3.6/0.5
1/0.5

T8
T9
T10
T11
TT2
T13

3.6/0.5

T14

T2
T3
T4
T5
T6
T7
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WL

(um/um)

3.6/0.5
2/0.5
2/0.5
3.6/0.5
u0.5
3.6/0.5
1/0.5

Like the row decoder, the column decoder also has two inputs; an address signal

B

and an Enøble signal, and two ourputs;

Col_0

and

Col_I. This is

shown

schematically in Figure 4-3. The truth table for the column decoder is in Table 4-4.

E

Enable

Column Decoder
L

rtoc) Row 0

A

C)

oo

Row_'l

3
o

É.

Col
Enable

Figure

The outputs

4-3:
Col-I

0

Col

i

Block diagram of the row and column decoders

and,

Col-|

can also be expressed as Boolean function of E

and B, where

Col_I =EE ,
andCol-T=
Table

4-4:

(4.3\

nn.

Ø.4)

Truth table of the column decoder

Column Decoder Inputs
E (Enable)
B
(don't
0
X
care)
I
0
I
I

Column Decoder Outnuts
Col I
Col_0
I

1

I

0 (activated)

0 (activated)

As with the row decoder, the column decoder can also be implemented using two

NAND gates and

an inverter, as illustrated in Figure 4-5.
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hI,4}IÐ1
Col_1

Col

Inrrerter
rn\/erter

Enable
Figure

4-5:

0

ts

CMOS implementation of the column decoder

The values of the design parameters for all transistors in the column decoder ale
shown in Table 4-5. The selection of the

WL

ratios of the transistols follows the same

rules as mentioned in the row decoder design.

Table

4-5:

Transistor sizes for the column decoder

Transistors

WIL (um/um)

Transistors

TI

WIL (utn/um)

3.6/0.5
3.6/0.s
2/0.5
2/0.5
3.6/0.s

T6
T7
T8
T9
T10

3.6/0.5
2/0.5
2/0.5
3.6/0.s

T2
T3
T4
T5

t/0.5

4,2 Lnalog Output Circuit Design
During the normal sensing operation, a bias would be applied to the control gate

of the sensor. When both the row line and column line are activated, the output voltage
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across a single sensor is read through the analog output circuit. In this section, two design
schemes of the analog output circuit are presented, followed by its implementation.

4.Z.lDesign Schemes of the Analog Output Circuit
One design scheme is illustrated in Figure 4-6.

A buffer and a current source

make up a source follower circuit to amplify the output voltage dropped across the sensor

(V."n.o.).

A

transistor switch was used to connect each sensor to the output bus. The

on/off state of each switch was controlled by both the row and column signals. When
both a row line and a column line are activated, the corresponding switch turns on. The
source follower circuit and transistor switch then connect the particular sensor voltage to
the output bus for the further analysis.

Row

V""nrorO

*-]

r¡sensort

*--l

Cunent Source_0

Rorr o&Col
Bt¡ffer

1

1

I

Cr-¡nent Source

1

Outpul bus

Ro$¿

vsenso¿

Row_l&Col_1

*l

vsensora*-j

Curfeilt Source 2

Figure 4-6:

Euffer

3

r

t/

Current SôrJrce 3

The first design scheme of analog output circuit

In this design scheme, each sensor requires a cunent source. For example, an mxn
sensor array system requires a total

of mxn current sources, where m and n are the
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number of the row lines and column lines respectively. With the number of the sensors
increasing, power dissipation in the circuit can be an issue.

A

second improved design scheme is shown

in Figure

4-7

. There are a total of

6

transistor switches in the 2x2 sensor system. The open/close operation of the switches

(S-0

- S-3) is controlled by the row signals. When a row line is activated, the

corresponding switches turn on. For example, the switches (S_0 and S_1) turn on when

signal

Row-0 is active. The buffers (Buffer-O

and

Buffer-l), switches (S_0 and

S_1)

and the current sources (Source-l and Source_2) then form source follower circuits. The
sensor voltages (V."nroro and Vr"nrorl) are connected to the inputs of the column output
buses.

vsensoro

r---l

vsensorl

+l

vsensor3

+

SO

I

l
vsensorz

"-l

I--rBuffer-2

:û

I

=_r\_
- | v'l d
C

\-

urrent

S ourc

e

Current

'1

S

Figure

4'7:

r=

our c e_2

A second improved design scheme of analog output circuit

There are another

2 switches (S-4 and S_5) in the two column

buses. The

open/close operation of these two switches is contlolled by the column signals. When a
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column line is activated, the corresponding switch turns on. For example, the switch S_4
turns on as signal

Col-0 is active. The switch S-4, Buffer-4

and

Curent Source 3 then

form a source follower circuit, which connects the Column bus_O output to the output
bus. [18] Consequently, the voltage signal across the Sensor_O (Vr"nro,o) is read out fi'om
the anay for the furlher analysis.

In this scheme, there is only one current source for all the sensors located on the
same column line, and only one current source for the output bus. Consequently, an mxn

sensor array system only requires a total of

n+l current sources, where m and n are the

number of the row lines and column lines respectively. As the number of the sensors
increases, the circuit dissipates much less powel than that in the first scheme. For this
reason, the second design scheme was selected.

A.2.2lmplementation of The Analog Output Circuit
The analog output circuit is made up of logarithmic trans-impedance amplifiers,
source follower circuits and transistor switches. The implementation
reading circuit is illustrated in Figure 4-8.
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Figure

4-8:

CMOS implementation for r.eading out one sensor [18]

The pseudo-sensor (Sensor-2) is located on the intelsection of

as shown

in Figure 4-1.

which is connected

in

Transistor T1

is the logarithmic

rowl

and columnO,

trans-impedance amplifier,

series with Sensor-Z. The sensor current (I¡r) flows through

transistor T1. When transistor T1 runs

in weak inversion, it

produces a logarithmic

function between current (fur) and the voltage across Sensor_2 (Vr.nrorz). Transistor T3
and T6 are the switches, whose open/close operations are controlled by the signal Row_1

and Col-O respectively. The current mirrors T0 and T4 make up the Soulce_l while T7

and T8 make up the Source-2. An external constant DC cunent (called a reference
current I,"¡) was replicated at Source_l and Source_2 to bias the cir.cuit.

During the sensing operation, a voltage (Vgz) is applied to the gate of Sensor_2.

This causes a sensor current (I¿r) to flow through the logarithmic trans-impedance
amplifier (T1). The output of the logarithmic trans-impedance amplifier is the voltage
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(Vr.nrorz), which is linearly proportional to logarithm

(Row-I andCol_0)

digital address signals

of the sensor current (I¿r). When the

are activated, transistor switches T3 and T6

turn on. The buffer (T2), switch (T3), and current source (Source_l) then form an nMOS
source follower circuit. The voltage dropped across the Sensor_2 (Vr"nrorz) is connected to

the gate of the buffer (T5). At that time, the buffer (T5), switch (T6) and cunenr source
(Source-2) form a pMOS source follower circuit. It connects the Column bus_Q output to
the output bus. Therefore, the voltage across the Sensor_2 (Vr"nro.z) is read out from the
array for the further analysis.
The parameters for the transistor sizes in Figure 4-8 are shown in Table 4-6. The

result of the circuit simulation showed the feasibility of these parameter values.

Table

4-6:

Transistor sizes in Figure 4-8

Transistors

WlL (um/um)

TO

t0/1
r80/0.5

T2
T4
T6
T8

Transistors

WIL (um/um)

T1

180/0.5

T3
T5
T7
T9

78/0.5
180/0.5

rclt
78/0.5
to/1

rclt
rcl1

The approach to reading other sensors in the system follows the same scheme

as

described above. Figure 4-9 shows the implementation of the analog output circuit for a

2x2 sensor array. It can be seen that different row and column signals ale used to open or
close the transistor switches associated with the different sensor. For example, when both

the digital signals Row

-0

and

Col-0

are active, the conesponding switches turn on.

The voltage across the Sensor-0 is then read through the analog output circuit. As with
the same scheme, the signals

Row-0

and

Col_I
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are used for reading the Senso1l. In

ordel to read the Sensor_3, the signals Row

I

and

Col_I

are used. As such, each

sensor may be individually addressed.
I¡t¡
3.3V

Roç-

I

|...----:

vE¡o-

=_
Figure

4-9:

CMOS implementation of the analog output circuit for a2x2 sensor array
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Chapter 5 Schematic Simulation
After the schematic transistor-level description of the integrated circuit
completed,

it

was

was simulated using the integrated circuit simulator (Spectre). In this

chapter, the timing scheme

for the digital array-addressing circuit is described. The

results of simulation for five circuits, i.e., Master-Slave D Flip Flop, Decoders, Pseudo
sensor, Logarithmic amplifier circuit and the analog output circuit, are presented.

5.1 Timing Scheme for the Digital Array-Addressing Circuit

The addressing operation is performed by activating the row and column lines.
When both the row and column lines are activated, one given sensor is selected and read.

As shown in Figure 5-1, sensors in an mxn array are

accessed starting

from Row_O

through Row-m-l. In each row, sensors are read from Col_O filst then sequentially to

Col-n-

1.

For this reason, the frequency of the column line signal is n times faster than the

frequency of the row line signal.

Col0

Col_1

Col

n-1

Row_O
Row_1

:

Row_m-

Figure

5-1:

An mxn array with m rows and n columns

In the current 2x2 sensor system shown in Figure 5-2, there are two lines for both
the row and column, i.e., m=n=2. The truth table of the row and column decoders is
illustrated in Table 5-1.
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Figure

5-2:

Table

The block diagram of the digital array-addressing circuit

5-1:

Truth table of the row and column decoders

Input Address Sisnals

A

(Row)

B (Column)

0

0

0

1

I

0

1

I

As
signal

seen

Row

I

Output Sienals
Row 0
Col I
Ac vated
Ac vated

Activated
Activated

Col

0

Activated
Activated
Activated
Activated

Sensor
Selected

Sensor 0
Sensor 1
Sensor 2
Sensor 3

from the above truth table, the frequency of the input column

B is twice (n=2)

as fast as the frequency

address

of the row address signalA. tfre output

row and column line signals follow the same timing scheme, i.e., f6o¡= nXfpo*, where n is
the number of the column lines.

As shown in Figure 5-1, the address signal is generated from the master-slave D

flip flop, which

D-Row

and

does not change the frequency

D-Col

of the input. Therefore, the input signals

have the same frequency relationship as the outputs
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A and, B, i.e.,

f ,-*,u: f o,f ,-r,, :.f u,
.f ,-r',

- nx f ,

(s.1)

o^,,where n=2.

(s.2)

In the operation of the master-slave D flip flop, the state change of the output only
occurs on the negative edge of the clock. Therefore, the period of the output signal

B

is

twice than the period of the clock, i.e., Ts= 2Tclk, fø=f"w/Z. According to the equation

(5.1) and (5.2), the timing scheme for rhe inpur signats

D_Col

and,

D_Row is

as

follows.

f
Ír_r,,

r

:-1
,f

(s.3)

a*,

I"
ç
-In-4
Jo cut= ,J,,o,wheten=2.

Jo-Ruu.-

Since the response time

of

chemical sensors

(s.4)

is not fast, typically from

milliseconds up to minutes [2], a clock signal with the frequency of 200 kHz is sufficient
to operate the system. A 200 kHz clock was used in the following simulations.
5.2 Master-Slave D FIip Flop Simulation

The simulated input and output waveforms of the master-slave D flip flop on the

row decoder side are shown in Figure 5-3. The clock signalclk ran at the frequency of
200 kHz, while the input address signal

D-Row

operated at 50 kHz. In older to avoid

the occurrence of an enoneous output, the input signal D_Row was kept stable for

a

short time before the negative clock transition. This was done to ensure that the input data
had time to propagate from the master stage to the output of the slave stage.

If

the input

signal were to switch immediately, i.e., prior to the clock tlansition occurs (set-up time

violation), the master stage would fail to latch the correct value, and the slave

stage

would produce an inconect output [16].
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Figure

5-3:

lr:\

Simulated result of the master-slave D flip flop on the row decoder side

As seen from the simulated result, the output of the master stage (Q,,r) latched the

inverted input (D-Row) when the clock signal
stage

clk

was

"1". The output of the slave

(A or Ør) accepted the output of the master uutu. 1D-Row¡ and inverted it when

the clock signal dropped to "0". Thus, the maste¡-slave D flip flop sampled the input at
every falling edge of the clock pulse. This verifies that the designed master-slave D flip

flop on the row decoder side is negative-edge triggered.

5t

The simulated input and output waveforms of the master-slave D flip flop on the
column decoder side are illustrated in Figure 5-4. The input clock signal
the frequency of 200 kHz, while the input address signal

clk

was

run at

D_Col operated at 100 kHz.

-Wf/ctK)

rrr,.lime^(us)

-wriÞ-qÐn

r r

l r r r i i

; ;

r r r r

r

D_Col

-,wC/qq!qT),':t

4t
er{us}

Y0't

Figure

5-4:

Simulated result of the master-slave D flip flop on the column

decoder side

The master-slave D flip flop on the column decodel side is also negative-edge
triggered, since the state change of the output (B) onty occut's on the falling edge of the

clock' It can also be seen that the output of the flip flop on the column decoder side (B)
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ran twice as fast as the one of the flip flop on the row decoder side (A). This result agrees

with the truth table in Table 5-1, and verifies the functionality of the designed masterslave

flip flops for both the row

and column decoders.

5.2 Decoder Simulation

There are two decoders in the system: a row decodel and a column decoder,

was illustrated

in Figure 4-4

as

and 4-5 respectively. The simulated input and output

waveforms of the row decodel are shown in Figure 5-5. The input address signal (A)
comes from the output of the master-slave D flip flop on the row side.

It was run at the

frequency of 50 kHz. When the input enable signal (Enable) was active " 1 ", the states

of the two outputs (Row-I and Row-0) varied with the srate change of the address
input (A).

As shown in Figure 5-5, when the input signal Enable was

Row-I

was activated

Row-0

was activated when the address

if

the address input

A

0,1',,

the output

was "1". On the contrary, the output

inputA was "0". The simulated resultmatches

the truth table of the row decoder (Table 4-2) and verifies that the designed low decoder

illustrated in Figure 4-4 was functional.
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Simulated result of the row decoder

The simulated input and output waveforms of the column decoder are illustrated

in Figure 5-6. The input address signal (B) comes from the output of the master- slave D

flip flop on the column side. It was run at the frequency of
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100 kHz.
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Figure

5-6:

Simulated result of the column decoder

As with the row decoder, the column decoder function was also verified using this
simulated result. When the signal
the address input

B

Engble

was "1". The output

was activated

if

was activated when the address input

B

was "1", the output

Col-|

Col_I

was "0". The simulated result matches the truth table of the column decoder (see Table 44).
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5.3 Pseudo-Sensor Simulation

The simulated current-voltage (I¿r-Vgr) characteristics of the pseudo-sensol for
thlee different drain-source voltages (V¿, = 0.5,2.0, and 2.7 V) are shown in Figure 5-7.

It can be seen that the I¿r-Vg, curves for
region. This

V¿,

=2Y

and2.1 Y overlap in the sub-thleshold

is due to the fact that in the sub-threshold region the current I¿, is

independent of the drain voltage once V¿, is larger than a few kT/q (i.e. about 25mV)

[19], where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is absolute temperature and q is electronic
charge.
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Figure

5-7: The I¡r-Vg, characteristics of the reference transistor and the pseudo-sensor

An experimental I¿.-Vrs curve from a reference transistor was used to provide the

"ideal" I-V characteristic of the actual sensor [5]. This characteristic is also presented in
Figure 5-7. The "ideal" curve agrees well with the two simulated I¡r-Vg, curves (for V¿,
=2

Y

and 2.1

V) in the sub-threshold region. As a result of the strong agreement between
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the experimental and "ideal" curves, the pseudo-sensor was used as a

reasonable

substitute to demonstrate the feasibility of this integrated circuit design in this work.

5.4 Logarithmic Amplifier Circuit Simulation

The logarithmic amplifier was designed to convert the sub-threshold

sensor

cur¡ent to a voltage, which would be linearly proportional to the logarithm of the sensor
cun'ent. In Figure 5-8, transistor T1 is the logarithmic trans-impedance amplifier, through

which the sensor current I¿. flows. The simulated I¿r-Vr.nro,. characteristic of this amplifier

circuit is demonstrated in Figure 5-9. It can be seen that the voltage acloss the sensor is

linearly proportional to logarithm of the sensor sub-thleshold current. The simulated
result verifies the functionality of the logarithmic amplifier circuit.

T1: W/L=l80u/0.5u

Vsensor
or

Vds

Sensor

Figure

5-8:

The logarithmic amplifier circuit
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Simulated ldr-Vr"n.o. characteristic of the logarithmic amplifier circuit

5.5 The Analog Output Circuit Simulation
There are nine input signals in the analog output cilcuit: foul digital signals (i.e.,

Row_I, Row_0, Col_I
and

and Col_O) and five bias signals (i.e.,

Iu¡, Vg|, Vsl,

Vs2

Vs3).The four input digital signals were produced by the row and column decoders,

as were shown previously

in Figures 5-5 and 5-6. The enable signal was set high in the

first 40 ¡rs to enable the decoders. During this period, the corresponding row and column
signals were activated. Different voltages (0.2V,0.3V,0.4V and 0.6V) were assigned to

the gate bias (Vr0,

Vs(, Vs2 and Vs3) of each individual

sensor. The differenr gare

voltages generated a different sub-threshold sensor current (Idr) t19l for each sensor. The
sensor current produced an output voltage that was proportional to log(fur). This was done

to distinguish between each of the sensors during full circuit operation. The reference
cun'ent

(Irr)

was set to be 50

pA in the simulation. The output data from of
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the

simulation is shown in Figure 5-10. After 40 prs, the enable signal was set low to disable

the row and column decoders. During this time, the corresponding row and column
signals became inactive, the analog output circuit was disabled, and no voltage was read

fi'om the sensors.
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Figure 5-10: Simulated result of the analog output cilcuit for reading a2x2 sensor
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ar-ray

Chapter 6 System Layout Design and Layout Verification
Once the verification of the circuit functionality was fulfilled in the simulation,

the circuit physical layout was created manually using the Cadence Virtuoso Layout

Editor.It followed the design rules

as defined

by TSMC for the CMOS 0.35¡rm process.

In this chapter, the layout design of the digital array-addressing circuit and the analog
output circuit is described. The methods for minimizing noise in this mixed-signal sensor
system are discussed. The final chip layout is presented, followed by the introduction of
the layout verification.

6.1 The Digital Array-Addressing Circuit Layout

The digital array-addressing circuit contains two master-slave D flip flops, row
and column decoders. The layout design for both the row and column decoders is the
same. Therefore, the layout description, presented
addressing circuit

will focus on the row

in this chapter, of the digital array-

decoder and master-slave D

flip flop.

All transistors were built on a "p-type substrate". The n-type transistors were built
directly in the p-type substrate, while n-well regions were added to accommodate p-type
transistors. As shown in Figure 6-1, all transistors were placed in between the two power

rails

(V¡¡

and Gnd). They were oriented with the drain and source running

in the

horizontal direction. The p-type transistors were embedded in n-wells. They were placed

close to Vpp rail while the n-type transistors wele closer to the ground. The n-well
contacts

of p-type transistors were

substrate contacts

connected

to the powel supply V¡¡, ând the

of n-type transistors were connected to the ground. This avoids

formation of a low impedance cunent flow path from
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v¡p

to Gnd (i.e., Latch-up) t201.

p-

the

F*:rov'¡

clecocåer

ü

(k)

(i) (¡)

(h)

fi4-S Ð ft¡p

flop**-l

Figure 6-1: The layout of a master-slave D flip flop and a row decoder.
(a) poly; (b) n-well voltage contact; (c) n-well; (d) poly-merall-contact;
(e) metall; (f) viai3;

(g) meral3; (h) vial2; (i) metal2; (j) p-substrate; (k)

active contact; (1) substrate ground contact

Four conductive layers were utilized in: poly, metall, metal} and metal3. The
poly layer was used for the gates of all of the transistors. Metall and metaI2 were used to
implement the interconnections between the transistors. The power supply (Voo) and
ground (Gnd) were routed using the metal3 layer. These layers were electrically isolated

from each other. Different vias and contacts were created manually to realize electrical
contact between the conducting layers. For example,

a via72 provided an electrical

connection between metall and metal2. The poly-metall-contact connected metall to the

poly gate, as shown in Figure 6-2.
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Via 34
Via 23
,Mptal.Z.

Via 12
Poly-nretall -contact

Figure

6-2:

A cross-section illustrating the connections between conducting layers

6.2The Analog Output Circuit Layout

Wide transistors were used in the analog output circuit. For example,
logarithmic trans-impedance transistor, which has a

WL ratio of

the

180¡rm/0.5¡rm, is

required to produce the required logarithmic voltage dependence over a wide current
range. Since the design rules require a minimum distance between adjacent transistors,

this large transistor, which would be extremely long, would be difficult to be efficiently
placed in the layout [21]. In order to produce a compact layout design, smaller transistors

were connected in parallel to act as a single transistor of the same effective size as the

original large one. The layout and circuit corresponding of this large transistor is
illustrated in Figure 6-3 (a) and Figure 6-3 (b) respectively. The transistors are drawn in
the same relative positions [22].
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Active contacts

Metal 1 interconnect¡on

Active contacts

Metal 1 interconñection

(a)

Node

1

Node 2

(b)

Figure 6-3:

(a) The layout of a transistor with a WL ratio of

180pm/0.5pm; (b) The conesponding equivalent schematic circuit
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In the wide transistor layout design, a large number of active contacts were added
in junction regions to minimize the contact impedance, as shown in Figure 6-3 (a)

l2Il.

The layout design for the other wide transistors in the analog output circuit followed the
same approach as described above.

In Figure 6-4, the layout of the analog output circuit for the sensor array is
presented. As with the layout design for the digital array-addressing circuit, all transistors

in the analog output circuit were placed between the two power rails (Vpp and Gnd).
They were oriented with the drain and source running in the horizontal direction. The n-

well contacts of the p-type transistors were connected to the power supply V¡p, while the
p-substrate contacts

of the n-type transistors were connected to the ground in order to

prevent latch-up.
The four pseudo-sensors were placed closed to either side of the circuit periphery,

so that the bias voltages (Vs0-Vs3) can be easily applied. This also simplified the
affangement for the metal interconnection. The poly, metal 1, metal 2 and metal 3 layers

were also utilized in the analog output circuit layout. The contacts and vias were created
to realize electrical contact between these conductive layers.
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Figure 6-4: Layout of the analog output circuit for reading the 2x2

array

of 4

sensors: (a) pseudo-sensor

0; (b) pseudo-sensor i;

(c)

pseudo-sensor 2; (d) pseudo-sensor 3

6.3 The Mixed-Signal Sensor System Layout

This sensor system is a mixed signal system, which contains both a digital arrayaddressing circuit and an analog output circuit. Since digital switching may produce a

glitch either in the substrate and/or the power suppty [22], the following two methods
were used to minimize noise that could affect the analog circuit.
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One approach was to have two separate power supplies and ground connections

for the digital and analog circuits. As shown in Figure 6-5, Vn¡r and Gndl were used for
the digital array-addressing circuit, and V¡p2 and Gnd? for the analog output circuit.

Enable

ru
Figure

6-5:

I u r¡ngt,

Guard ring

sensortest circuìt

I

Layout of a mixed-signal 2x2 sensor array system

The other method was to lay out the digital and analog circuits in isolated sections

of the chip

1221.

As is shown in Figure 6-5, the digital anay-addressing circuits were

placed in the area above the line AAI, while the analog output circuit was placed below
the line

AAl.

These two sections were also separated by two guard rings connected to the

separated grounds (Gnd

1 and Gnd 2) to keep a low-impedance path between

the

substrate and ground [22].

As shown in Figure 6-5, a layout of a single sensor test circuit was embedded in
the system. This test circuit contains a single pseudo-sensor and its own analog output
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circuit. The schematic was presented in Chapter 4 (see Figure 4-8). It was used to test the
functionality of the digital addressing and analog output circuit for a single sensor in the
array. The operational details of these circuits

will

be described in Chapter 7.

6.4The Final Chip Layout
The dimension of the final chip was 1051.9pmx1151.95pm. Sixteen bond pads
were used for delivering signals and power supplies, as shown in Figure 6-6. Dummy

bond pads were added at four corners, as they were required by the TSMC design
rules.[20] The design rules also stipulate a minimum density of the poly layer and all the
metal layers. Therefore dummy pads on these levels were also included.

D_Row clk

D_Col Enable

vs3
Gnd2

{c)

lref Vout lref-test

VoutJest

Figure 6-6: The final chip layout. (a) dummy bond pads; (b) dummy poly
and metal patterns; (c) dummy pads with smaller size (80¡rmx80pm)
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6.5 Layout Verification

In this section, two layout verification tools are introduced: the design rule
checker (DRC) and "Layout versus Schematic" check. These were also provided in
Cadence Virtuoso Layout Editor.

6.5.1Design Rule Check
The Design rule check (DRC) is a process to ensure that the layout meets all of
the physical constraints of fabrication process [23]. For example, the width and spacing

of every metal line in the layout were checked to ensure that they do not violate

the

minimum specified values [20]. During the layout design, the DRC was performed
frequently to ensure that all layout errors were removed before the entire design was
completed.

6.5.2Layout vs. Schematic Check
Once the iayout had satisfied all the design rules, the layout versus schematic
check (LVS) followed next. Circuit extraction was performed to create a detailed netlist.

A "netlist" is a list of all the circuit elements, their positions and all

interconnections.

The transistors, the interconnections and parasitic capacitances between the layers were

identified in this step. Consequently, the LVS check was used to compare the original
circuits, designed at a schematic level, with the one extracted from the layout. This
process ensured that the layout properly emulated the schematic design. Therefore, the

LVS check provided an addition confidence in the integrity of the design. From the LVS
output

of the integrated

sensor system,

it

was found that the netlists from both the

schematic circuit and the layout extraction were identical. This verified that the physical

layout was a con'ect realization of the circuit topology.
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Chapter 7 Experiments
After the chip was fabricated and packaged through CMC Microsystems,

the

performance of the chip was tested. In this chapter, the experimental set-up for the digital
and analog circuit functionality test, and A/D conversion is described. The testing results

of both a single sensor and the 2x2 sensor affay system are presented.

7.1 Experimental Set-up

The experimental set-up used for testing this chip is shown in Figure

l-1. It

consisted of a buffer, an amplifier circuit, an A./D convefier, a logic analyzu and the test

chip. The output voltage of the test chip was fed into the buffer and the amplifier prior to

the A/D conversation. The 8-bit digital output code was then sent to a 1681 AD logic
analyzer for analysis.
Voltage Sources

Word
Generator

Cunent Source

Figure

7-1:

The experimental set-up for the functionality test and A/D conversion

Separate voltage sources were used to provide supplies for the digital and analog

circuits on the sensor chip

(V¡¡)

The reference bias current

lrr¡

as

well as the sensor gate biases (Vgo, Vgr, Vgz and Vgl).

was supplied by a programmable cur.rent source. An
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80164 word generator was used to generate the four digital input signals: the clock signal

clk,

the two address signals D

_row , D _Col

and the enable signal

In an attempt to eliminate signal attenuation and cross-talk,

Enøble
a

.

buffer amplifier was

utilized. As shown in Figure J-2, the buffer was constructed by connecting the output of
the LM 74I to the inverting input, and connecting the output of the chip to the noninverting input. This buffer amplifier had a unity gain.
Buffer

+15 V

-1
\

F"f";l*f"*"*1ì

LM74 r

-15

vî

Figure

7-2:

Offset
nulling

The buffer circuit

The output of the buffer was connected to an operational amplifier prior to the

A./D conversion. This additional amplifier was used to increase the gain of the Vlog(Ir"nror) characteristic from the sensor chip.

It was also used to provide the A,/D

converter with the input analog full-scale voltage range (0V -5.12V), as shown in Figure
1-3.

An 8-bit ADC0804 was used for the analog to digital conversion. Its connection
with the amplifier and alogic analyzer is shown in Figure l-4.In order to minimize noise
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pickup, a0.1 pFbypass capacitor l24lwas placed atthe analoginpur (pin 20).

A

10 pF

filter capacitor l24l was also added to the voltage supply (pin 20) to reduce noise spikes.

4,n-.inrp

Voltage from

Figure 7-3:

The amplifier circuit
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150 p

T

J+,.¡r 10 ¡tF
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DGnd

!J

ADCÛBÛ4CI{

Figure

7-4:

The A/D converter circuit
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To start the A/D converter, an external write signal (WR pulse) was required
after power-up. Once a digital 8-bit binary data was transferred to output, an interrupt
was assefied (i.e. INTR made a high-to-low transition) l24l.Since the write input (low is
active signal tor

WR)

was connected with the interrupt pin, a new conversion started.

The data output was continuously enabled since the two active low signals: chip select
f

CSl

and read

fnO¡

data was displayed on a

were both grounded, as shown in Figure l-4.Thedigital output

logic analyzer.

The converter was run at 640 kHz since this is the highest frequency where the
accuracy of the converter is
(VREF/2) was supplied

still within the range of + ILSB. The reference voltage

with 2.56Y and a voltage supply voltage of 5.12 V was used. This

provided an LSB value of 20 mY. l24l
7.2 Testing a Single Sensor Circuit on Chip

To partially test the functionality of the digital addressing and analog output
circuit, a Vou¡-Ir"nro, experiment for a single sensor was conducted. The output voltage
from the sensor was then converted to a digital value using an A/D convertor. In this
section, the test procedures are described and the results are discussed.

7

.2.1 Y

out

- I..n.o. Test

The "V6u¡-Ir.nro'. Test" was used to investigate the relationship between the current
through and output voltage from a single sensor. A schematic diagram of the test circuit

is shown in Figure 4-8 below. As each individual sensor'is

addressed

individually, for

this test the addressing function was fulfilled by activating the digital signals Row_I and

Col

0.
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Figure

4-8:

CMOS implementation for reading out one sensor

The pseudo-sensor current could not be measured directly from the chip, since the

coffesponding testing pads were omitted

to meet the strict fabrication deadline.

Therefore, the current was obtained from the simulated I6.-Vg. curve of the pseudo-sensor
(see Figure 5-7).

The following steps were taken to determine the Voul vs.

fsensor

relationship. A bias

(Vg) was applied to the gate of the sensor, and the coffesponding output voltage (Vo,,)
was measured. The sensor current (I."n.o, = 16.) was then "extracted" from the simulated
I¿r-Vg, curve to obtain the Vou, vs.

Isensor

relationship.

A voltage, ranging from 0 - 2 V, was applied to the sensor gate and a reference
cument (158 pA) was fed into the circuit.

A 200 kHz signal was connected to the clock

input. In order to address the pseudo-sensor, the signal D_row was set high (,,1,') and

D-Col

was set low ("0"). The enable signal was kept active to realize the continuous
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operation of the digital addressing circuit. The Vou,-V, and Vou,- I..nro,. characteristics are
shown in Figure 1-5 and Figure 7-6 respectively.

+Vou,-Vs test result
--@-.- Vo,r-Vo simulation result
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Figure

7-5:

The Voul-V, test result and the simulation result
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Figure

7-6:

The Vou¡Ir"n.o, characteristic
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10-4

103

From Figure '7 -6, it can be seen that the output voltage of the test circuit is linearly
proportional to the logarithm of the sensor sub-threshold current, demonstrating
that this
part of the integrated circuit performed correctly ovel a specific current
range. The output
voltage, Vou,' changed

-

200

mV for a sensol current change of 5 orders of magnitude;

a

gain of only 43 mV/decade. To increase the gain, the reference cuffent
to the analog
circuit was decreased, but only maximum gain of 48 mV/decade was achieved. In
Table
7

-1, the data shows that gain for different refercnce currents and shows
that these changes

had only a minor effect on the gain. Therefore, an additional operation amplifier
was
added prior to the A/D circuit.

Table

7-1:

The effect of the reference cun'ent on the cir-cuit gain

Gain
(mV/decade)

The output voltage of the sensor chip was connected to the inverting input
of
LM74L operational amplifier through the buffer, as shown previously in
Figure

a

l-3. The

test chip was biased using a 50
¡rA reference current as this yielded the maximum gain.

A

voltage ranging from 0 - 0'7 V was applied to the sensol gate to ensure
that it was being
operated in the sub-threshold region. As in the vou¡I."nro, test, the
signal

D_row

was set

high ("1") and D-Col was set low ("0"). The enable signal was kept
active continuously.
The output voltage from the sensor (vou,_r"n.or) was measured
at the input of the

amplifier. As shown in Figure 7-7, the sensol output voltage changed
only
a current change

- 320 mV for

of 7 orders of magnitude. Therefore an amplifier. was required to boost

the gain.
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Figure

7-7:

Sensor output voltage as a function of the logarithm of sensor current

The output voltage of this amplifier was measured as a function of the voltagesensor current characteristic, and the results are shown

in Figure 7-8. It can be

seen that

the gain of the V-log(I."nro.) characteristic was successfully increased and the output
voltage was scaled to covel the range 0-5.12 V, which is the required A/D

full input

voltage range.
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Figure

7-8:

Output amplifier voltage as a function of the logarithm of sensor cunent
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7.2.2 AID Conversion Experiment

The input to the A,/D converter was the output of the previously discussed
amplifier which had been scaled to 5.I2Y. Since the A/D convefier is an 8-bit converrer,
a

full

The

scale input voltage should result in a "FF" (Hex) or 255 (decimal) digital output.

full

scale input,

i.e.7 orders of magnitude of sensor current, or 0-5.12 V from the

amplifier, does indeed produce what appears to be a linear curve and does extend out to

full range of the A/D converter.
.
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The decimal output data versus the sensor cuffent

7.3 Testing the2x2 Sensor Array System

To fully test the sensor anay and the associated integrated circuits on the chip, the
functional test, the A/D conversion and cross talk experiments were conducted. The test
procedures are described and the results are presented in this section.
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7.3.1 Functional Testing

Functional testing was performed to assess the ability of the integrated circuit to
access and read the voltage from each individual sensor.

voltages (0.1

v,

In this test, four

different

0.3 V, 0.5 V, and 0.7 V) were applied to the gate of each sensor, to

mimic a different current for each pseudo-sensor. The analog output circuit was biased

with a reference cunent of 50 pA. The digital address input signals (D_Col

D-Row¡

were driven at a frequency

of

and,

100 kHz and 50 kHz respectively. The enable

signal was kept active to realize the continuous operation of the digital addressing circuit.
The clock frequency running on the integrated circuit was set at 200 kÐz.

The output voltage was read from the 2x2 sensor afiay, and the result is shown in

Figure 7-10. During the first 5 ps, Sensor-0 was accessed and read. The other three
sensors were then individually addressed and read

intervals. The process repeated every 20 ps.
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in the following i5 ps at 5

ps
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Figure 7-10: The output voltage from the 2x2 sensor anay

TableT'2:
v"(v)
Sensor
addressed and
read
(V)
V.,,t
""""t

The conesponding output voltage values of the 2x2 sensor array system

0.1
Sensor_O

(During the
first 5 ps)
2.503 + 0.04

0.3
Sensor_0
(During the
first i0 us)
2.412 + 0.02

0.5
Sensor_0
(During the
first 15 us)

2.390 + 0.02

0.1

Sensol0
(During the
first 20 ¡rs)
2.353 + 0.02

The output voltage of the individual sensors contains the noise with an aver.age
value of 25 mY , as shown in Table 7-2. Since the signal can be measured when signal to
noise ratio is greater than one, the minimum measurable output voltage of this integrated

circuit should be greater than 25 mV. For a 10pmx10¡rm floating-gate extension
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area,

assuming there are 1012 molecules

molecule

in this whole extension

in one square centimeter and only one analyte

area. The analyte molecule concentration on this

floating-gate extension area is ippm in this case.

If the chemical reaction caused by this

analyte molecule can produce one electron charge, the sensor threshold voltage shift
(AV,n) is as following

Lvth=o+=6rsl

(1.r)

whe¡e AQ is a total charge change stored on the floating gate, C is the capacitance
between the floating gate and the control gate,

r

(=0.84eo t5l) is the permittivity of the

inter layer dielectric (ILD) between the two gates, A is the area of the floating-gate
extension, and d is the thickness of the ILD layer between the two gates. The minimum
analyte molecule concentration that the integrated circuit can measure is listed

Table 7 -3.

It

in

the

can be seen that the sensitivity of the integrated circuit as a function of

analyte concentration is dependent upon the capacitance of the ILD layer between the

two gates (thickness, area and permittivity). This integrated circuit can measure an
analyte molecule concentration

of

1 ppm

if the sensor has a lpmxipm

floating-gate

extension area and the ILD thickness of 1 ¡rm.

Table

7'3:

The predicted minimum measurable analyte molecule concentration

d (pm)

AVl¡ (¡rV)

Minimum analyte molecule
concentration (ppm)

0.2

43.084

580.26

0.5
I

107 .71

232.t0

2r5.42

r16.28
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As shown in Figure 7-r0, the output voltage, vor,_-ruy, changed only 150 mv for a
sensor gate voltage change of 0.6

V, mimicking a 6 order of magnitude change in sensor

cuffent. This level was adjusted using a

LMI4I

operational amplifier prior to being

applied to the A,/D converter.

7.3.2

ND

Conversion for the 2x2 Sensor Array System

In o¡der to allow the required minimuml00 ps conversion time of the ADC0804
converter, the clock frequency running on the sensor chip was originally set to 10 kHz.
However, this fiequency was found too fast. The A/D converter did not have enough time
to perform a full conversion. The output digital values were either incorrect or missed. As

a result, lower clock frequencies were used and the optimal results were obtained at a

clock frequency of 5 kHz. The digitat addressing inputs and the digitat output from the

A/D conversion circuit are shown in Figure 7-11. The input

sensor gate voltage and the

corresponding digital output value are listed inTableT-4.
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Figure

7-11:

The digital addressing inputs and the hexadecimal output

displayed on the i681 AD logic analyzer in the A/D conversion experiment

6l

TableTabove

:

The input sensor gate voltage and digital output values in the

A/D conversion experiment

v, (v)

0.1

Sensor
addressed and
read

Digital output
(Hex)

(During the
first 200 ps)

0.3
Sensor_1
(During the
second 200 Us)

Sensor 2
(During the
third 200 ps)

fourth 200 ps)

29
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C2

Sensor_0

0.5

0.7
Sensor_3
(During the

In the 2x2 sensor afiay, each component sensor was designed to be identical. As
such, the outputs

of the sensors should be also identical for a given gate voltage.

However, due to process variation during fabrication, the outputs of individual sensors
were slightly different. This variation is shown in Figure 7-12.
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Figure 7-12: The digital outputs of the sensors in a2x2 anay versus the gate voltages
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In order to improve the reliability of the sensor data for subsequent

signal

processing, averaging the outputs of individual sensors within the array would lead to a
robust data. The average digital output of the sensors in the 2x2 array is shown in Figure

7-L3.The error bars in the figure represent the standard deviation of the output from the
array.
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Figure 7-13:

The average digital output of the four sensors and the

standard deviation versus the sensor current
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7.3.3 Cross Talk Experiment for the 2x2 Sensor Array System

To test for cross-talk between the might occur between different sensors, a gate
bias, that was applied to a single sensor was changed. The performance of the other
sensors was then monitored.

A gate voltage was applied to the sensor (Sensor_3) and was then was suddenly
changed from 0.4 V to 0.5 V. With constant gate voltages on the other three sensors, it

was found that the variation of the input gate voltage only affected the sensor to which
the voltage was changed, and not any of the other sensors. In Table 1-5 (a) these results
are shown. To ensure some level of constancy, this experiment was repeated with another

sensor where gate bias change was made

on

another sensor (Sensor_2). The

corresponding results are illustrated in Table 7-5 (b). The cross talk experiment verified
that the row and column decoders in the digital circuit efficiently routed digital signals to

their respective rows and columns and ensured that all sensors functioned independently.

Table

7-5:

The cross talk experiment of the 2x2 sensor array system
Table 7-5 (a)

Sensor
a

rl

rlre

ss e

rl

antl lead
Sensor_0

Sensor
Sensor
Sensor

1

2
3

Digital output (ÌIex)

hrput gate voltage

\'* (\')

Befole \i, change

û1
o3
06
Varied from 0.4 to 0 5 V

-A.fter' \'"* change

¿h

6B
CE

6B
CF
¡.O

Oar

Table 7-5 (b)
Sensor
arlrlressed

anil reatl
Sensor 0

Sensor

l

Sensor 2
Þensor J

Digital output {.}Iex)

hrput gate r.oltage
\¡t (\')

Before \t= change

0.1

0.3
Varied &om 0.5 to 0.6
0.6

-tfter. \is change
¿f-

6B

V

o\-

B2
CO
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Chapter 8 Conclusions
In this research, an integrated circuit was designed to access and read a prototype

2x2 chemical sensor affay. The integrated circuit consisted of a digital array-addressing
circuit and an analog output circuit. The digital circuit activated individual row

and

column lines to access each sensor in the array. The analog output circuit converted the

logarithmic sub-threshold sensor current to a voltage signal, and read out the voltage
from the sensor.

In order to investigate the feasibility of the integrated circuit design, four pseudosensors was used to make up the sensor array. The electrical performance of the pseudo-

sensor was simulated using an integrated circuit simulator (Spectre). Good agreement

between its I¿r-Vg, curve and that from a previous sensor design [5] showed that the
pseudo-sensor was a reasonable substitute of the floating-gate, FET sensor. Simulated

results from the integrated circuit demonstrated that the digital aruay-addressing and the
analog output circuits worked properly.

After simulating the integrated circuit, its physical layout was designed

and

fabricated. Functional testing of the fabricated design verified that the integrated circuit
accessed and read each sensor successfully. The experimental Vou,-I."n.o, curves from a

single sensor confirmed the expected logarithmic relationship between curuent and output
voltage from the sensor. The cross talk experiment demonstrated that the row and column
decoders in the digital circuit efficiently routed digital signals to their respective rows and

columns. This ensured that all sensors functioned independently. The derivation of the
integrated circuit sensitivity as

a function of analyte concentration showed that

the

minimum measurable molecule concentration is dependent upon the capacitance of the

7l

ILD layer between the floating gate and the control

gate (area, thickness and

permittivity).
The integrated circuit can be extended to operate a system that contains more
sensors. For example, the clock frequency was 200 kHz in the current system. The read
cycle was 5 ps (1/200 ms) for each sensor. Since the response time of some conducting
polymers has been reported to be as short as one millisecond [25], this integrated circuit

could operate an array containing a maximum of 200 sensing elements.

If

the clock

frequency is increased to 512 kHz, this integrated ci¡cuit could work for an array of 5I2

(32xI6)

sensors since the read cycle for each sensor would be 1.953 ¡ts

(l/5I2 ms). For

such a 32xI6 sensor affay, the designer could use a 5-bit row decoder and a 4-bit column

decoder. The fundamental approach to design these decoders would then be identical to
the one described in Chapter'4.

In a future

design for chemical sensing, a differential scheme can be used to

detect the chemical reaction.

ln this case, the active sensors may be accompanied by

corresponding reference sensors (insensitive to a given analyte), which can provide a

baseline

for

measurement

[2].

The respective output voltages may be sent to

differential amplifier. As such, their voltage difference (indicator

a

of the chemical

reaction) can be detected and amplified. Noise and drift that occur over the lifetime of the
sensor can also be eliminated through this differential scheme

l2l.

The amplified voltage

difference may then be converted into a digital value that can be stored in an SRAM
(memory) for off-chip data analysis. In future on-chip designs,

it will

be important to

protect the integrated circuit from chemicals in the sensing environment. This may be
solved by coating the circuit surfaces while exposing sensors to the sensing environment.

t2

In future work, this type of circuit and a much larger floating-gate, FET
ar:r'ay could be integrated onto a

chip to realtze a truer "electronic nose".

IJ

sensor
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